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Cold-adapted ecotherms living at subzero temperatures have evolved an elegant macromolecular solution to deal with the lethal threat of ice formation in their tissues. They produce antifreeze proteins (AFPs) that depress the freezing point of water in a noncolligative manner. 1 They are of great interest for their use in antifreeze formulations for frozen food, 2 waterborne paints, 3 cryopreservation, 4 and other water-based materials. 5 The molecular details of the working mechanism of AFPs are poorly understood, which is mostly due to the fact that experimental studies of AFP-ice complexes are difficult. 6 Recent studies involving ice etching and the analysis of ice crystal growth morphology changes provided information on the ice plane specificities of AFPs, 7,8 but did not reveal the molecular-scale mechanisms by which AFPs bind to ice and by which they inhibit ice crystal growth. In particular, information on the ice surface, adsorbed AFPs, and the surrounding water would be of great value, as several simulation studies suggest a critical role of the hydration layers in the recognition and binding of AFPs to ice. [9] [10] [11] [12] Here, we use heterodyne-detected vibrational sum-frequency generation (HD-VSFG) spectroscopy to study AFP of Rhagium mordax (RmAFP) adsorbed to a monocrystalline, basal ice surface. 13 We measure the real (Re) and imaginary (Im) part of the second-order susceptibility χ (2) of the vibrations at the surface, which provides direct information on the absolute orientation of the surface-bound molecules. 14 RmAFP is the most active AFP known and can bind to the basal and prism ice face. It is part of a large group of AFPs that possess an array of ordered threonine residues on a flat β-sheet region at their ice-binding site (Fig. S1 ). [15] [16] [17] [18] In Figs. 1(a)-1(d), we present Im[χ (2) ] spectra of α-lactalbumin, β-lactoglobulin, myoglobin, and RmAFP at the surfaces of water and ice. At the surface of water, the HD-VSFG spectra of the non-AFP and RmAFP solutions look very similar. All spectra show contributions from aliphatic C-H stretch vibrations (∼2880 cm −1 and ∼2930 cm −1 ) and aromatic (∼3060 cm −1 ) C-H vibrations of the amino acid residues of the proteins. At frequencies >3100 cm −1 , all spectra show a broad positive band that we assign to the O-H stretching vibrations of interfacial water molecules. The sign of Im[χ (2) ] is determined by the orientation of the vibrational transition dipole moment. In the case of well-defined local modes, the orientation of the transition dipole moment of a vibration can be directly related to the orientation of the molecular group carrying that vibration. For liquid water and ice, the O-H stretch vibrations (2) ] spectra of 15 µM solutions of α-lactalbumin (a), myoglobin (b), β-lactoglobulin (c), and RmAFP (d) (20 mM NaPo4, 150 mM NaCl, and pH 7.0) at the solution-air interface and deposited on the basal face of monocrystalline ice. The HD-VSFG spectra of the aqueous protein solutions (black) look similar with characteristic C-H and O-H stretch vibrations. Deposition of non-AFP solutions (a)-(c) on the surface of ice results in spectra with a dominant negative peak at ∼3150 cm −1 . With identical conditions, the deposition of an RmAFP solution shows a very different imaginary [χ (2) ] spectrum with a positive band centered at ∼3200 cm −1 . The measurements at the water surface (black) were performed at 293 K, and those of the ice surface were performed at 255 K and with the SSP polarization configuration (s-SFG, s-VIS, p-IR).
are delocalized and thus the relation between the sign of Im[χ(2)] and the orientation of the individual molecules is less straightforward. In this case, the sign of Im[χ (2) The broad shape of the O-H band observed for RmAFP on water indicates that the protein does not possess a pre-ordered hydration layer. Such a pre-ordered water layer has been observed experimentally for AFP III. 22 The absence of a pre-ordered hydration layer for RmAFP agrees with the results of recent molecular dynamics simulations. 11 For α-lactalbumin, β-lactoglobulin, myoglobin, and RmAFP adsorbed to the ice surface the Im[χ (2) ] spectra again show the responses of the C-H stretch vibrations of the proteins. For the nonAFPs, the Im[χ (2) ] spectra are dominated by a strong negative band centered at ∼3150 cm −1 that is similar to the signal that is observed at the bare ice-air interface (Fig. S2) . This band has been assigned to the bilayer-stitching O-H stretch vibrations of the water molecules in the top two bilayers of the ice crystal. 13, 23 The negative sign indicates that these water molecules have a net orientation with their O-H groups pointing away from the surface. This result shows that for non-AFPs, the hydrogen-bond structure and orientation of water molecules at and near the interface are completely determined by the mutual interactions of water molecules in ice.
The Im[χ (2) ] spectrum of RmAFP at the surface of ice shows a positive signal centered at ∼3200 cm −1 . This result shows that RmAFP remains hydrated with water molecules with an orientation that is determined by the RmAFP, even after adsorption of the protein to the ice surface. The spectral shape of the hydration water signal changes somewhat upon adsorption to the ice surface. We observe a shift in the center frequency from ∼3300 cm −1 at temperatures above the melting point to ∼3200 cm −1 at temperatures below the melting point, which indicates that the water molecules in the hydration layer of RmAFP become more strongly hydrogen-bonded upon adsorption of the protein to ice. The spectrum is broader and blueshifted compared to that of ice, showing that the hydrogen-bond structure of the hydration layer differs from that of ice. We further observe resonances at ∼2880 cm −1 , ∼2930 cm −1 , and 3060 cm −1 that we assign to C-H vibrations of the protein and a signal at ∼3560 cm −1 that we assign to crystalline ice. 13 We explain the persistent presence of hydrating water molecules for RmAFP from the rigid, corrugated structure of the ice-binding surface (IBS) of RmAFP. The IBS consists of ridges with a high density of threonine residues that strongly interact with the surface of ice. Such a corrugated motif of the IBS is common for insect and other hyperactive antifreeze proteins. 11 In a previous study on the related hyperactive antifreeze protein from the beetle Dendroides canadensis (DAFP-1) at the water surface, we showed that the valleys between these ridges contain hydrating water molecules. 24 Such "channel water molecules" were also observed in crystal structures and simulations of related AFPs. 11, 17, 18 The present results indicate that the corrugated structure of RmAFP with ridges and valleys containing hydration water persists when the protein adsorbs to ice.
Most other non-AFPs, including the proteins used in this study, do not possess such a rigid, corrugated surface and will likely unfold and stretch out on the ice surface. As a result, for these proteins, no protein-oriented water molecules in between the ice surface and the protein are observed.
To corroborate the above explanation, we performed molecular dynamics simulations of the adsorption of RmAFP and α-lactalbumin to the surface of ice using Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations 4.5 (GROMACS 4.5). We find that for α-lactalbumin, a large fraction of the amino-acid residues are in direct contact with the ice surface, whereas for RmAFP, the interfacial region contains water molecules that hydrate the protein and are not associated with those in the ice crystal (Figs. S3 and S4 ). These water domains between the IBS of the adsorbed RmAFP and the ice surface have a tetrahedrally coordinated arrangement, which is in excellent agreement with the observed center frequency of 3200 cm −1 in the Im[χ (2) ] spectrum of RmAFP adsorbed to ice.
In Fig. 2 , we show Im[χ (2) ] spectra of RmAFP at the ice surface at different temperatures in the range between 265 K and 245 K. We find that the signals at ∼3200 cm −1 and ∼3560 cm
decrease when the temperature is lowered. We also observe an ingrowth of a negative band at ∼3180 cm −1 that we assign to the O-H vibrations of crystalline ice. We performed a spectral decomposition of the Im[χ (2) ] spectra to obtain quantitative information on the temperature dependence of the hydration-shell band and the ice band. In Fig. 3 , we plot the areas of these bands as a function of temperature. We explain the observed temperature dependence of the band areas from the change in orientation and binding of the water molecules between the IBS of the adsorbed RmAFP and the ice surface. Decreasing the temperature causes the water domains to reorient away from the AFP and to join the ice lattice, thereby lowering the signal at ∼3200 cm −1 . The newly formed ice layers of the RmAFP solution give rise to the negative signal at ∼3180 cm −1 . The functioning of AFPs is intimately connected to the mechanism by which these proteins bind to ice and how they prevent further growth of the ice crystal at and near their adsorption sites. All AFPs are proposed to function according to the adsorptioninhibition mechanism. 25 In this mechanism, ice can only grow in between the adsorbed AFPs, which results in a strongly curved ice surface with a high associated surface energy. 25 This so-called Kelvin effect explains the depression of the freezing point. We speculate that the different orientation and hydrogen-bond structure of the water molecules in the valleys between the ridges of the IBS will inhibit the intercalation of ice layers in between the adsorbed hyperactive AFP and the ice surface. As a result, the adsorbed hyperactive AFPs are not pushed away from the original ice surface, and ice can only grow in between the adsorbed RmAFPs, leading to a pronounced Kelvin effect. Hence, the water molecules between the ridges of the IBS of RmAFP are needed for the antifreeze mechanism of RmAFP and other hyperactive AFPs. The mechanism of adsorption of RmAFP to ice is schematically shown in Fig. 4 .
See supplementary material for the experimental setup, experimental methods, simulation methods, and Figs. S1-S4.
